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Today’s agenda

- What is a landing page & when are they used?
- Anatomy of an amazing landing page
- Common gotchas with landing pages
- How landing pages save you $$$$$!
- Tools, etc.



Landing pages live in the space 
between advertising and the 

product.
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From OK to Amazing…





Side by Side



Small changes compile

Visits Trial start ConversionsTrial to Paid Customers

Baseline        10,000 7%          700 10%
           

70

Variant        10,000 11%       1,100 10%         110

** +57% increase on same spend



What is a landing 
page & when are 
they used?

- Specific page meant to convert 
traffic to a next step in the buyer 
or user journey.

- Usually an email capture, 
download, trial start, etc. 



What is a landing 
page & when are 
they used?

- Historically used mostly in 
performance marketing.

- Often used as a click through 
from an offer (via email, SMS, ad).

- Sometimes used within SEO.



A landing page is 
not…

- Your website home page

- A page with no goal

- A page without a direct next step 
or path for the user (usually with 
a CTA)



Common conversion 
metrics

- % of users who take a desired 
action (EPAG), i.e.:

- Demos booked
- Leads captured
- Forms filled
- Trials started

- We don’t spend a lot of time 
looking at time on page, bounce 
rate, or other actions.



What makes landing 
pages awesome?

- Relentlessly focused on the 
message, offer, conversion.

- Can be lighting fast.

- Can be highly personalized.

- Most require little tech overhead.

- Dramatically change your 
advertising performance.



A glance at performance impact

Graphic from 
https://www.esperinbound.com/blog/google-ads-quality-score-explained



Visits Trial start Conversions Trial to Paid Customers Quality Score CAC Spend needed Revenue ROAs

Baseline        10,000 7%         700 10%           70
                 
2  $      375  $  26,250

 $  
35,000 1.3

Variant        10,000 11%      1,100 10%         110
               
10  $      125  $  13,750

 $  
55,000 4.0

Google benchmark $250 $500 / year ACV



What makes a great landing 
page?



No exit navigation

Super clear & 
personalized 
headline

Strong sub head

Simple clear CTA







See what they did?

- Highly personalized
- Strong messaging
- Clear next steps
- Clear CTA
- Strong social proof



One weakness? 
Speed.



Building strong 
messaging

Talk to your customers!

- How do they describe you?
- What are the concerns they had?
- The word “you”
- What do you “fix”?

Your headline should contain some, if 
not all of these descriptors. 





Social proof is key

De-risk the decision!

- Social proof
- Fears, Uncertainty, Doubts!
- FAQ’s
- Contact Details





Considerations

- What’s your page speed?
- How many CTA’s do you have?
- How much space is on the page?
- Is attention on the right things?
- Can I scan critical info or do I feel 

like I need to sit down?

For every second of load time, at 
least 5% drop off is common!



Why not just drive traffic to the 
home page?





Stats

Landing page conversion rates 
averaged between 4% - 10% for 2022.

Pages with videos can increase 
conversion rates by up to 86%.

77% of landing pages used for paid 
ads are homepages. This is 
just…wrong!

Mobile traffic accounts for 55% of 
web traffic and will increase. 

20% of traffic will get past the 
headline. In other words, “above the 
fold” still exists!



Tools

Tools
- PageSpeed Insights by Google
- Google Analytics
- Unbounce
- Hotjar

Inspiration
- Growth.Design
- Onepagelove
- Marketingexamples.com

Hack?
- Almost any later stage venture 

backed startup uses landing 
pages extensively. Beg, borrow, 
steal! 



Thanks!

Interested in a teardown or new landing page?

https://bit.ly/vg-landing-page

Reach me at craig@velocitygrowth.com with any 
questions.

https://bit.ly/vg-landing-page
mailto:craig@velocitygrowth.com

